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opening minds to science
The Saint Louis Science Center’s Report to the Community

“You all have been doing a wonderful job updating the exhibits.
I remember the Science Center when I was a child and how much
fun I had when I went there. I am now glad I can create memories
for my daughter there too. Thank you.”
— science center visitor
july 2016

from the president and chief executive officer,

bert vescolani
Dear Friends, Partners, and Supporters,
In an ongoing effort to build on our success, we continue
working to understand our audience and examine our practice.
Gathering and utilizing audience data helps us improve our
exhibits and programs. It is therefore my pleasure to present
the fourth annual edition of Opening Minds to Science – The
Saint Louis Science Center’s Report to the Community, 2016.
This report highlights a number of key findings from our visitor
studies work in 2016, including an overview of our general public
visitor demographics and visitation patterns, feedback about our
new GROW exhibition, and insights from guests who attend our
popular monthly program, First Friday.
In 2016, we engaged in an extensive process to develop a new
four-year strategic plan for 2017-2020. We identified four focus
areas, each with key strategic initiatives that we have already
begun to implement; however, our mission remains the same:
To ignite and sustain lifelong science and technology learning.
For each of the focus areas, Understanding and Engaging
our Audience, Providing a Unique Science Learning Experience,
Building Talent and Organizational Effectiveness, and Sustaining
Financial Strength, we have identified success measures that we
will be tracking throughout the next four years.
One important element in implementing this strategic plan and
tracking our success is continuing to learn about our audiences
to inform how we engage them. That ongoing work is the focus of
this report, which we hope offers helpful insights about our visitors
and how they experience the Science Center.
Sincerely,
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our data
How do we learn about our visitors?
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Our visitors and their experiences are central to everything we do at the Saint Louis Science Center.
Therefore, we routinely conduct evaluation studies to better understand our visitors and their
experiences with Science Center offerings. These studies are designed following best practices
in the field of visitor studies. Data are systematically collected, analyzed, and communicated
so they can inform decisions about exhibitions, programs, and operations. This is accomplished
through methods such as surveys, comment cards, interviews, and observations.

data presented in this report were collected
through a variety of studies, including:

seasonal exit interviews of adult, general public

visitors that provide key information, including visitor
demographics, visitation patterns, and likelihood of
recommending the Science Center.

comment cards that staff distribute each day to

a random sample of visitors throughout the facility
with the invitation to “let us know how your visit
goes today.”

exhibit evaluation studies, in which the feedback

visitors provide via surveys, along with observations
of visitor movements, are used to assess overall
effectiveness of an exhibition.

the science center’s internally developed
system for assessing mission impact (sami),

which collects and summarizes key performance
indicators for educational programs.

program evaluation studies, in which interviews

and surveys are used to gather data about participants
and their experiences in particular programs. These
studies provide insights into overall effectiveness and
identify opportunities for improvement.
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people served
How many people does the Saint Louis Science Center reach?
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The Saint Louis Science Center monitors its daily attendance through the use of on-site
door counters and by tracking attendance at off-site programs.

In 2016, the Science Center reached 1,033,791 people. The majority, 94% (974,240 people),
were on-site visitors. The remaining 6% (59,551 people), experienced educational programs
and community outreach activities at off-site locations, such as schools, community centers,
and the Challenger Learning Center-St. Louis.

general public 84%

school groups 5%
non-school groups 2%
facility rentals 2%
other on-site 1%

1,033,791
people served

off-site 6%
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general public audience profile
Who are our visitors?

Three times per year, a randomized sample of our adult, general public visitors are invited
to participate in an interview at the end of their visit. These exit interviews occur in the spring,
summer, and fall/winter, and provide key information on demographics and visitation patterns.
In 2016, a statistically valid sample of 1,035 visitors were interviewed.
first time vs. repeat visitors

st. louis county
st. louis city
metro area
mo counties

28.5%

first time
visitors 28.5%

metro area
il counties

38.6%

tourists

repeat
visitors 71.5%

12.6%

all local
residents 62%

12.6%

local zoo-museum
district residents 41%

7.8%

local non zoo-museum
district residents 20%

Slightly less than three-quarters of general
public visitors are repeat visitors. On average,
these repeat visitors came to the Science Center
3.8 times during the previous 12 months.

how often do repeat visitors
come to the science center?

calhoun 0%
macoupin

41%

<1%

42%

jersey 0%

lincoln 1%

17%

bond <1%
warren <1%

st. charles

7%

st. louis
city 13%

madison 3%

st. louis
county 29%

clinton <1%

1st visit in
12 months

2-4 visits in
12 months

5 or more visits
in 12 months

st. clair 4%

franklin 1%

jefferson monroe

3%

washington

science center membership status

<1%

tourists 39%

<1%

members

11%
non-members

Visitors represented 38 states plus several countries. The majority of visitors
(62%) reside in the Metro St. Louis area, including St. Louis City, St. Louis
County, and the surrounding Metro area counties in Missouri and Illinois.

89%

Most general public visitors are not current
Science Center Members.
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visiting group type

highest level of education completed
elementary
school 0.3%

71%
advanced degree

25%

29%
high school

13%

family groups

undergraduate
degree

adult groups

32%

The typical “family” group consisted of two adults and
two children. Within family groups, the median age
of the oldest child was eight years and the median age
of the youngest child was four years. Visitors in adult
groups typically come in groups of two; however some
visit in larger groups and others visit by themselves.

some college /
associate degree

29%

The Science Center’s adult, general public visitors tend
to be fairly well-educated, with over half holding at least
an undergraduate degree, plus nearly one-third having
completed some education beyond high school.

age ranges of adult, general public visitors
11.6%

29.8%

27.5%

14.5%

8.6%

8.1%

18–24

25–34

35–44

45–54

55–64

65+

0.3%

4%

4%

3%

overall general public audience ethnicity
The racial/ethnic distribution of Science Center visitors who reside in
the St. Louis area (St. Louis City, St. Louis County, and the surrounding
Metro area counties in Missouri and Illinois) is very similar to the
2015 US Census Bureau data for the St. Louis Metro area (the most
recent data available).

15%

2015

2016

us census data for
st. louis metro area

science center
local visitors

caucasian / white

77%

69%

african-american / black

18%

20%

asian / pacific

2%

3%

hispanic / latino*

3%

3%

american indian /
alaska native

0.2%

0.4%

multiracial

2%

5%

other

1%

0%

general public
audience

73%
caucasian / white
african-american / black
asian / pacific
multiracial
hispanic / latino

*The US Census tracks Hispanic data separately from race data;
total exceeds 100% for the US Census data column.

american indian / alaska native
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general public audience profile
Why do people visit the Science Center?

The majority of visitors came for the free galleries
and activities. The next most common primary
destination was the OMNIMAX® Theater.

69%

free galleries and activities

14%

omnimax®
discovery room

4%

james s. mcdonnell planetarium show

4%

grow *

primary reason
for visiting

3%
2%

4%

special exhibition
other venues / activities^
*GROW opened June 18, therefore GROW was only
offered as a primary reason for visiting on the summer
and fall/winter surveys.
^“Other venues/activities” include: the Pulseworks/360°
Flight Simulators, the Build-A-Dino® store, paid educational
programs, the cafés, and the ExploreStore gift shop.

what are visitors’ primary motivations for coming to the science center?
In 2015 and 2016, 609 visitors participated in a survey to gather information about their overall motivations
to visit, aside from the Science Center’s galleries and venues. Respondents rated 19 statements describing
motivations for visiting on a scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 6 (Strongly Agree). The ten statements
that received the highest mean ratings, ranging from 5.46 to 5.09, are shown below. These statements
illustrate the importance that social interactions, fun, enjoying oneself, learning, and satisfying curiosity
have on choosing to visit the Science Center.

to do something with my family / friends
to enjoy myself
to have fun
because i wanted to come
to see something new or different
to learn something
to be entertained
because i wanted to bring my family / friends
because children in my group wanted to come
to satisfy my curiosity
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What do guests do during their visit?

areas visited
(Multiple responses possible. Total exceeds 100%)

Free Galleries
and Activities

92%

OMNIMAX® Theater

19%

ExploreStore Gift Shop

19%

Food Court in Lobby

17%

The Loft
(2nd floor snack area)

13%

Build-A-Dino® Gift Shop

12%

83%

structures

69%

human adventure

63%

experience energy

62%

makerspace

60%

mission: mars - base

58%

mission: mars - control

58%

math cart

52%

dig site

52%

life science lab - atrium

51%
41%

nano

38%

grow*

37%

paleontology prep lab

37%

10%

amazing science
demonstrations

23%

9%

life science lab activity benches

19%

take the controls

17%

life science lab classroom

13%

11%

Planetarium Gift Shop

11%

Discovery Room
Special Exhibition

ecology & environment

liftoff

Pulseworks /
360° Flight Simulators

Planetarium Show

galleries and activity areas visited
(Multiple responses possible. Total exceeds 100%)

4%

Nearly all visitors spend time in the free galleries. The OMNIMAX®
Theater and the ExploreStore gift shop are the most heavily visited
revenue producing areas. Above and Beyond, which was open from
January 29 to May 8, was the only ticketed special exhibition
featured in 2016.

how long do visitors stay
at the science center?
35%

*GROW opened June 18, therefore GROW was an
option on the summer and fall/winter surveys only.

Exit survey respondents identified which galleries
they spent time in during their visit. The majority
of galleries were visited by at least half the survey
respondents. Ecology & Environment, home to the
Science Center’s iconic animatronic dinosaurs, was
the most heavily visited. Structures, which features
arch-building exhibits and is located on the bridge
connecting the Science Center’s main building and
Planetarium, was the second most frequently visited.

32%
23%
10%

Less than
1 hour

1 hr to
1 hr, 59 min

2 hr to
2 hr, 59 min

3 hours
or longer

Visitors stay an average of 2 hours, 16 minutes.
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voice of the visitors
What do visitors say about their Science Center experiences?

The Saint Louis Science Center uses two key measures to track overall visitor satisfaction: ratings
from our comment cards, which staff distribute every day to a random sampling of visitors, and
the Net Promoter Score (NPS®), which is collected on our seasonal exit surveys. Another study
provided insight into words people associate with the Science Center.

comment card feedback
In 2016, visitors completed 1,058 comment cards, on which they rated
their visit from “Below Expectations” to “Above Expectations” using a
four-point rating scale. The majority of ratings (68%) were a ‘4,’ with
a total of 94% of the comment cards having a rating of either ‘3’ or ‘4.’
The comment cards also invite visitors to provide any feedback they
choose to share. Visitors’ comments are coded into 23 different categories
based on the topic addressed. The comments are further identified as
either a “Positive/General” comment, which expresses satisfaction or
no problem, or an “Opportunity for Improvement,” which expresses
dissatisfaction or offers a suggestion.
Of the 1,058 comment cards visitors completed in 2016, 83% included
one or more comments. A total of 1,295 individual comments were
collected from all of the cards. As the graph below illustrates, 2016
continued a recent trend, with an increasing portion of the comments
being “Positive/General,” while the portion classified as “Opportunities for
Improvement” decreased. Overall, the most commonly mentioned topics
were: Galleries, OMNIMAX® Theater, Staff, Age Level, and General Positive.

2012-2016
Opportunity Comments

69%

69%

70%

74%

77%

60%

31%

2012
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“Love, Love, Love the new GROW
Exhibit! Coming from a farm
family and having a degree in
Ag Business - seeing something
like this makes my heart happy.”

“We loved the Sail Race. Also,
my son wanted to learn more
about 3D printers and I just
knew the Science Center
would have one.”
“Been coming for 20+ years.
Still entertaining and new.”

40%
20%

“It is always exciting to come
back to the Science Center and
to see displays still there when
I was a kid and to see all the fun,
new exhibits to explore!”

“I love all the exhibits on
the Mars Rover technology,
especially the interactive ones.
Have not visited for 3 years
and changes are dramatic.”

100%
80%

percent of comment
cards with a
positive rating
(‘3’ or ‘4’ out of 4)

“LOVED National Parks
Adventure at the OMNIMAX;
want more about nature and
natural wonders.”

tone of visitors’ comments

Positive Comments

94%

31%

2013

30%

2014

26%

2015

23%
2016

“Our expectations are always
high! We just renewed our
membership, so we still enjoy
the [SLSC] even without our
children or grandchildren
and we are both 77.”
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net promoter score (nps®)
The NPS, which asks visitors how likely they would be to recommend visiting the Science Center,
is a question used in a variety of service industries. On a scale of 0 – “Not at all likely” to recommend
to 10 – “Extremely likely” to recommend, those who provide a rating of ‘9’ or ‘10’ are considered
“Promoters,” those giving a rating of ‘7’ or ‘8’ are considered “Passives,” and those whose rating is ‘6’
or lower are considered “Detractors.” The NPS is calculated by subtracting the percentage of Detractors
from the percentage of Promoters, therefore possible scores range from -100 to 100. In 2016, the Science
Center’s NPS was 71, which is comparable to 2015’s score of 70 and indicates a high level of satisfaction.

likelihood to recommend visiting the science center

NPS = % Promoters - % Detractors = 71
0 - Not at all likely

2%

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 - Extremely likely

2%
7%

Detractors
(4%)

14%

14%

Passives
(21%)

61%
Promoters
(75%)

how do people describe the science center?
As part of an online study that included people who had visited the Science Center
previously and those who had not visited, respondents were asked, “What are five
words that come to mind when you think about the Science Center?”
Respondents mentioned 627 unique words
that they associate with the Science Center.
With similar words, such as “educational”
and “learning,” grouped together, the word
cloud below shows the relative frequency
with which 208 terms were mentioned.
Words like “educational,” “fun,” and
“hands-on” describe the type of experience
people expect at the Science Center, while
terms such as “OMNIMAX,” “Dinosaurs,”
and “Planetarium” highlight specific offerings
for which the Science Center is well known.
These results are very similar to responses
collected when the same question was asked
of on-site visitors in 2014.
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exhibit evaluation –  grow
What were visitors’ reactions to the Science Center’s newest exhibition?

In June 2016, the Science Center opened GROW, a permanent indoor/outdoor exhibition dedicated
to exploring the journey food takes from farm to table. As part of GROW’s opening summer, visitors
leaving the exhibition were invited to provide feedback about their experience in GROW.
Additionally, observations provided insight into how visitors moved through this new space.

“It was so neat seeing how food comes
to the table. My kids loved milking the
cow and going in the combine.”

overall experience in grow
Visitors rated their experience in GROW positively, with over
90% of survey respondents rating their experience as either
“Good” or “Excellent.”
ok

8%

good

“It felt like GROW was a living exhibit; things
are going to grow and change as time goes
by. Because it’s outdoors and plants grow
seasonally, I’d love to see how crops have
changed during different weather conditions
and seasons.”

excellent

48%

43%

poor 1%

top five reasons visitors were

likelihood to return to grow
The majority of respondents (51%) indicated
that they were “Extremely Likely” to return to
GROW. Another 38% indicated that they were
“Somewhat Likely” to return. Respondents
provided explanations for their ratings, which
were coded into categories. Finding the
exhibition fun and enjoyable, and having
an interest in the content were the most
common categories.

9

“extremely likely” to visit grow again
Interesting / Fun /
Enjoyable

30%

Interest
in content

24%

15%

Educational

Good for kids

12%

To see changes /
improvements /
additions

12%
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visitors’ descriptions of grow
GROW’s central messages about the science and technology
of food production were evident in the ways survey respondents
described the exhibition. Topics that came up most frequently
in respondents’ descriptions included: farming/agriculture,
food production, plants, animals, and Missouri & Illinois farming,
as well as attributes such as the exhibition being interactive,
educational, and good for kids.
In describing the “coolest” thing they learned about or did
in GROW, survey respondents referenced a wide variety of
experiences and content, with the most frequently mentioned
things relating to seeing/sitting in the combine, learning about
crops grown in the bi-state region, and seeing/learning about
cows and chickens.

usage patterns
Upon entering GROW, most visitors (61% of those observed)
were drawn towards the chickens in HomeGROWn and stopped
there first. In the survey, visitors reported using all the different
areas of the exhibition. The most heavily used areas were
the Pavilion, HomeGROWn, and Water Works. The map below
illustrates the frequency with which respondents reported
going to each of the main areas of GROW.

“I thought it was interesting that most of the
nation’s canning pumpkins come from near
Peoria, Illinois, and a large percentage of
America’s rice comes from southern Missouri.
I did not know we even grew rice in Missouri.”
“GROW is all about growing plants and
produce and learning about how it gets
from the ground to your table to eat. It’s also
about the agriculture of Illinois and Missouri
and how we can take care of the environment
better.”
“[GROW is] an interactive experience for you
and your kids to learn not only about plants
but also about different kinds of foods and
how they are made.”

children’s drawings

23%

40%

27%

43%
27%
71%

28%

During the preview and opening weekends,
children were invited to draw pictures of
their favorite part of GROW. Their drawings
captured the range of exhibits and activities
featured in the exhibition. Topics that came up
most frequently in the drawings included the
combine, the mini-tractor ride, the chickens,
the cow, plants, and the water activities.

10%
56%

55%

pavilion

71%

activity carts

28%

homegrown

56%

botany basics

27%

water works

55%

tractor run

27%

farm tech field

43%

greenhouse

23%

animal corral

40%

fermentation station

10%

Click on the link to see a selection of these
drawings. https://youtu.be/2TfPEKm1OGI
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educational programs
How do we track engagement in Science Center programs?

Since 1997, the Saint Louis Science Center has collected information about the experiences of
participants in our programs. We define programs as “staff-led interactions scheduled for a specific
audience with written educational goals and objectives.” Our System for Assessing Mission Impact
(SAMI) tracks what programs are delivered, the frequency with which programs occur, the number
of participants, and the immediate impact of those programs.

The Science Center offers programs to a wide range of audiences, including: the general public, children,
families, educators, school groups, and adults. The programs vary in frequency; there are seasonal
programs, such as Summertime Science, recurring programs, such as Teen Science Cafe, and daily
programs, such as Daily Dissections. In 2016, a total of 80 distinct programs were offered 6,260 times.

2016 science center programs by the numbers

17

average number of programs
delivered by science center
educators every day.

20%

percentage of all
programs that
specifically serve
the K-12 age range.

237,231
total number of participant
interactions through programs.
An “interaction” represents each time a visitor participated
in a program. Interactions vary in length, from less than
five minutes at one of the outreach Festival programs
to a five-day Summer Science Blast summer camp.

what is the immediate impact of programs?
The Impact Score is a numerical way to represent
the impact that participation in a program has on
an individual. In the short-term, impact is illustrated
by a change in 1) knowledge/understanding,
2) attitude, 3) interest, or 4) enjoyment.
Program participants answer questions about each of
the four impact factors. The sum of these ratings, each
on a four-point scale, is the Impact Score. The lowest
possible Impact Score is four and the highest is 16.
11

13.88
(out of 16.00)

2016 year-end science center
program impact score for
all programs across all
audiences.
in 2015, the score was 13.86.
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spotlight on maker programs

New to the Science Center in 2016, Maker Programs serve both the school-age audience and
general public. Both the Makerspace gallery and programs encourage visitors to explore science,
technology, engineering, and their own creativity through hands-on experiences in order to
inspire a maker mindset: “play, imagine, build, adapt, modify, work together, and have fun!”
Here we take a look at a few of the Maker Programs offered to the general public in 2016.

Each month, Science Center staff delivered a different Maker Program to the general public. The programs
usually occurred daily, with a total of 924 interactions across the 209 times they were delivered, averaging
four participants each session. Programs were themed around a variety of projects; in the four classes for which
we received a representative sample of feedback forms (a minimum of 30 forms), participants created Automata,
Laser-engraved Keychains, Scribble Bots, and Telegraphs.
Participants in these Maker Programs often commented on learning knowledge and skills related to the specifics
of the program. For example, in Scribble Bots, “[we] learned how to make our very first robot.” In the Telegraph
program, 59% of respondents mentioned learning Morse code and/or how to build circuits. In the Automata
program, respondents focused on learning engineering, creating movement with gears, and using tools like hot glue.
Aside from specific content learning, 15% of Scribble Bots respondents
mentioned life skills. One child commented that they learned “that
nothing is impossible and never give up keep trying.” An adult
appreciated that the program addressed “problem-solving skills,
experimentation (risk taking), [and] creativity.” This demonstrates how
some participants gained life skills in addition to technical knowledge.
In most Maker Programs, participants were able to take home their
creations. The appeal of making their own souvenir was strong,
as 24% of respondents in the Laser-engraved Keychain program
commented on that aspect: “I got an awesome keychain I can
show off to all my friends.”
Some of the Maker Programs built on previous knowledge, using
familiar objects: “We [used] household items to motorize our robot.”
Other programs exposed participants to new experiences, “I’ve never
used a laser printer before and my kids loved it!”
Maker Programs also spark connections between art and science.
Instructors help participants use technology to funnel their imagination
into their creations. As one participant noted, “I learned that science
can make beautiful things. I would like to do it again.”
Maker Programs have had a strong positive impact, offering
many different types of experiences where participants can gain
technical knowledge and skills, and, through exposure to the arts
and technology, connect to science in a hands-on way.

14.81

(out of 16.00)
2016 impact score for maker
programs delivered to the
general public.
average impact score for all
science center general public
programs was 14.26.

“I received encouragement to
use my imagination to create
new technology.”
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program evaluation –  first friday
What does evaluation tell us about our sci-fi/pop culture events?

First Friday is the Saint Louis Science Center’s monthly, expo-style, evening event that integrates
science content with a pop culture or sci-fi theme (e.g., Lord of the Rings, Star Trek, Doctor Who).
These events are aimed at an adult audience, but open to families with children of all ages. The First
Friday team had a number of questions about who was coming to their events and why they were
coming. A two-part evaluation, consisting of a survey and a confessional-style video booth, was
designed to address these questions. This study was carried out from August 2016 to January 2017.

survey
A total of 400 First Friday visitors completed short surveys
about topics or fandoms they would like to see at future
events. Basic information about respondents, including how
many First Fridays they had attended, was also collected.
On average, respondents had attended 4.6 First Fridays
since the program began in 2011. Popular topics correlated
closely with the themes that happened during the data
collection times, with Star Wars, Harry Potter, and Star Trek
being the overall favorites. The First Friday team used this
data to inform the monthly themes for 2017.

video booth
The second part of the study was a confessional-style video
booth. Visitors, in groups of one to four people, were invited
to “help shape the future of First Friday” by answering four
questions written on a white board next to the camera.
Participants signed a consent form prior to recording their
videos. Forty-one videos were collected over the course
of six months.

“I love science fiction and I love cosplay.
So, you know, this is perfect and Doctor Who
is one of my all-time favorite shows.”
			

— adult female

why did you come to first friday?
The primary reason people come to First Friday is the theme
of the event. Other frequent reasons why they attend is
because it is “fun,” “cool,” or “enjoyable” and because of
the social aspect - the interactions they have with others
in their group and those they meet during the event.

what is your strongest first friday memory?
The majority of visitors’ strongest memories were positive,
but the question was phrased to allow for negative
experiences to be recounted as well. Strongest memories
most often involved a lecture, show, or demonstration
from the event or a movie or episode that the attendee
saw during First Friday. The second most common response
was seeing staff and other visitors dressed in costumes
to portray characters from a First Friday theme.
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“I love that lecture because it was comparing
Game of Thrones to not just to the War
of the Roses, but the wars of religion in 16th
century France and I finally caught the parallel
between Cersei Lannister and Catherine de
Medici, which totally works.”
			

— adult male

To see clips about visitors’ strongest First Friday
memories, go to https://youtu.be/VX29veHeuBE.
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what can we do to make your
first friday better?
Just under half of the respondents offered suggestions to
improve their First Friday experience. The most common
suggestions pertained to food and drink options, potential
themes for future events, and recommendations related to
scheduling and the timing of First Friday.

“I ended up making these [Star Trek] badges…
[for] the two of us. But I was thinking, ‘man
if, you know, if I had a- a list or, like, a vendor
I could call and look at their Facebook page to
know if they were going to be here... I could
have just bought one here.’”
			

— adult male

theme question
For each of the six months of data collection, the fourth
question was tailored to the theme of that month. These
questions gave participants the opportunity to talk about
aspects of the theme that resonated with them personally.
For example, during The Hobbit/Lord of the Rings First Friday
respondents were asked, “What is your favorite thing about
Tolkien’s Middle-earth?” Despite the different topics that were
explored, there was overlap of several broad ideas across the
months. One of the most common answers, given by Lord of
the Rings, Star Trek, and Doctor Who respondents, was that
their fandom advocates for acceptance and respect of all,
regardless of race, species, or culture.

People come to First Friday to have fun, spend time with
friends and family, and to celebrate a fandom they love.
The feedback from the videos collected will be used to
continue improving visitors’ First Friday experiences.

“I think that the most compelling aspect of
the Star Trek universe is that it, uh, deals with
real issues in the world and they transfer it to
fictional characters and it’s a way that people
connect to other people of other cultures of
the world. And also, it brings the aspect of
science in with it and makes it entertaining.”
			

— adult male

To see clips from the theme question,
go to https://youtu.be/iNDCgdNUuEM.

“I came to First Friday because I was like, ‘oh, hey, this could be
a place where I can actually belong,’ and... yeah, it has definitely
been that so far for me, and it’s absolutely fantastic.”
											

— teenage

female
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Saint Louis Science Center, 5050 Oakland Avenue, St. Louis, MO 63110
slsc.org

